
Mixed-up models
However hard they try some children find their school model impossible to follow. Italic handwriting can be
efficient, legible and to many people beautiful, and many of those taught italic retain it for life. On the other
hand it can be disastrous for some children. The word children is used here rather than pupils because few
secondary schools enforce a strict model today.

Italic does not come naturally to everyone, teachers included. Some people perceive and produce its subtle exit
stroke as too acute. That zig zag movement can result in an illegible tangle when performed at speed. The pupil
who wrote the example below had to be shown that a more naturally curved exit was not only better for his
writing but his natural movement. The usual pattern of i<l<i<l<i<l<i<l did the trick.

There may be another unintended consequence of italic. Students can be well taught and come to view italic as
a beautiful and desirable style. Some pupils, however, may not have the skill to adapt it to a fast hand. These
individuals then suffer later on by neither being able to write fast enough for examination purposes, nor change
their perception of what is a desirable script. They may need to become more flexible in their attitude to
standards of handwriting for everyday purposes.
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Mixed-up models

There are so many styles taught in our schools that it is no wonder that some of you end up in a muddle.

At one extreme there is italic. The word italic is meant to describe oval, slightly slanted letters. These letters are often
taught with a broad-edged nib. This is supposed to make it easier, but with some young children their italic ends up being
too jagged. Then it is difficult to read.

Any style can become exaggerated. Look at your writing with this in mind. Have you ended up with a strange assortment
of letters? This can happen to anyone who has had to change schools and models several times. The actual shape of
your letters and the different angle of joining strokes can cause uneven writing. Divide your letters into family groups and
see if this helps you to sort out a more unified alphabet for yourself.

This is ‘minimum’ upside down.

Before After

You can exercise your way out of a jagged movement.

Zig zag writing is difficult to read.

Loosen up your letter group by group.




